Ernakulam, a major financial and commercial hub, is one of the worst hit districts of Kerala floods. Over 22 people died and more than 346,988 resided in 596 camps put up in the district after losing shelter. For many days post floods, the flood affected people in the Ernakulam district were in the grip of water-borne diseases like chicken pox even as there were reports of shortage of medical supplies. Schools were turned into rescue centers for the affected communities.

CASA along with actalliance chose and packed all the relief material based on the recommendations of the affected communities in the flood-ravaged district. Essential materials like sanitary napkins to antiseptics are helping them immensely fight post flood conditions.

- **Hygiene Kit/Dignity Kit**
  - Utensil Set
  - Plastic mat
  - Food items
- **Bedsheets**
- **Blanket**
- **Cotton Saree**
- **Cotton Dhoti**
- **Mosquito net**
Every hygiene kit contains:
- packs of sanitary napkins
- soaps
- antiseptic liquid pack
- pack of undergarments
- toothpaste
- toothbrush
- cotton roll
- hand towel
- comb
- nail cutter
- washing powder